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Introduction
Guararapes is a Brazilian private company operating 2 plywood mills, located in the 

highlands of Southern Brazil. The softwood plywood production exceeds 300,000m3 per 

year of capacity, placing it amongst the 10 largest plywood producers in the world, with 

export markets covering Europe, North and Central America, the Middle East and Asia. 

GUARAPLY is the trade name for the companies line of softwood, which is manufactured 

from plantation Slash Pine (pinus elliottii) and Loblolly Pine (pinus taeda) logs between 18 

and 30 years old, being most of the raw material coming from FSC certified plantations.

The use of special production techniques, such as grading for veneer density and strict 

control over the limitation of defects allowed in the outer layers of the panels, enables 

the structural grades of GUARAPLY to meet the most demanding requirements for load-

bearing applications.

The GuaraPly products developed by Guararapes offer a high 

quality line of structural plywood panels recommended for various 

applications in housing construction, concrete forming upholstered 

furniture frame components and packing industry.

Guararapes products have been worldwide recognized by its 

enchanced performance and quality shown with the several 

worldwide certificates obtained all over the years targeting comply 

with each and every individual worldwide markets.



Guaraply around the world

Uses and applications

In order to meet the construction 

industry, GuaraPly offers a wide range 

of products, all with internationally 

recognized quality. With a wide range of 

application possibilities, is aligned with 

projects that take into account cost 

and good workmanship.
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Product line Overview

DESCRIPTION
BY GRADE TYPICAL APPLICATIONS CERTIFIED BY

SURFACE APPEARANCE

Face Back

STRUCTURAL GRADES

Concrete formwork

Knots and knotholes
up to 75mm

Touch sanded, 
knots and knotholes 
up to 40mm

Panneling

Floor decking,Wall Sheathing, 
Roof Decking

BS 5268-2         

B-B O&ES

A-C

B-C

Cp-C

Sheathing

Flooring

Flooring Tongue
and Groove

Frameply Unfinished, very high density veneers, 
composed core Upholstered furniture frames

Wall Sheathing, Shelving, 
Roof Decking, Foor Decking, 

Crating, Packing  

Touched sanded
Knots up to 60mm
repairs up to 40mm 

Improved faces and backs with wood patches, 
mill oiled and edge sealed 

Touched sanded face
with wood patches

Touched sanded cleare
face with wood patches

Touched sanded, knots 
and repairs up to 40mm 

Unfinished, knots and 
knotholes up to 75mm

NON STRUCTURAL GRADES

PS-1             

CE 2+            

BS 5268-2         

BFU 100

AS/NZS*

PS-1             

CE 2+            

BS 5268-2
CE 2+

PS-1             
CSA O325

TECO             
Tested           
Gluelines          
CE 4

C+/C+ O&ES Light weight concrete formworkTouch sanded, two sides repaired, 
mill oiled and edge sealed

C+/C Touched sanded, 
repaired

Shelving, Site Hoarding, Pallets, 
Crates,Temporary Protections, 
Packing and other applications 
Where structural performance is 
not a key factor

    Unfinished

BFU 100         



With wood patches and any one knot limited to  

a maximum diameter of 6mm, both sides repaired 

and mill oiled, this edge seales product is perfect for 

concrete forming, providing superior performance 

and very limited deflections in the most 

demanding applications.

Defects

Wood patches
Sound knots
Unsound knots
Splits

Face

Up to 20 of 40 mm
Up to 6mm
Up to 6mm, repaired
Up to 3 of 5mm, repaired

Back

Up to 20 of 40 mm
Up to 6mm
Up to 6mm, repaired
Up to 3 of 5mm, repaired

GuaraPly B-B O&ES STRUCTURAL

CE 2+    BFU 100    BS 5268-2    PS 1-09

Face  example Back example
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A structural panel with a majority solid wood face. 

All repairs wider than 3mm are made using all 

wood patches. This panel is a perfect option for 

several uses where strength and a solid substrate 

for painting or veneering is required.

GuaraPly A-C STRUCTURAL

Face  example Back example

CE 2+    BFU 100    BS 5268-2    PS 1-09

Defects

Wood patches

Sound knots

Unsound knots

Splits

Face

Up to 15 of 40mm

Not permitted

Not permitted

Up to 3 of 2mm repaired

Back

Not usually

Up to 40mm

Up to 40mm

Up to 3 of 15mm
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With knots wood patches and small repaired 

knots limited to a maximum diameter of 6mm on 

the face, this panel provides an excellent surface 

to be painted for all structural, industrial or 

paneling applications.

GuaraPly B-C STRUCTURAL

Face  example Back example

CE 2+    BFU 100    BS 5268-2    PS 1-09

Defects

Wood patches

Sound knots

Unsound knots

Splits

Face

Up to 20of 40mm

Up to 6mm

Up to 6mm, repaired

Up to 3 of 5mm repaired

Back

Not usually

Up to 40mm

Up to 40mm

Up to 3 of 15mm
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Combined subfloor and underlayment panel, 

designed specifically for single-layer floor 

construction, with a solid surface to be used 

beneath carpet and pad or when other finish floor 

products are used. Also excellent for industrial 

applications.

GuaraPly CP-C STRUCTURAL

Face  example Back example

CE 2+    BFU 100    BS 5268-2    PS 1-09

Defects

Wood patches

Sound knots

Unsound knots

Splits

Face

Not usualy

Up to 40mm

Up to 40mm, repaired

Up to 3 of  10mm repaired

Back

Not usually

Up to 40mm

Up to 40mm

Up to 3 of 15mm
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developed specially for floor decking and 

industrial applications where thickness accuracy 

is critical, these panels may also

be used as concrete shuttering panels, roof 

decking, and wall sheathing. A very versatile 

product at a very competitive price.

GuaraPly Flooring STRUCTURAL

Face  example Back example

CE 2+    BS 5268-2    PS 1-09    BFU 100

Defects

Sound knots

Unsound knots

Splits

Face

Up to 60mm

Up to 40mm, repaired

Up to 3 of 15mm, repaired

Back

Up to 75mm

Up to 75mm

Up to 3 of 15mm
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delivering a very high structural performance, 

these panels are not repaired and may have 

composed faces and backs. They offer a perfect 

solution for applications such as roof sheathing, 

sidewalls, subflooring, crating, packing, pallet

components, etc.

GuaraPly Sheathing STRUCTURAL

Face  example Back example

CE 2+    BS 5268-2    PS 1-09

Defects

Sound knots

Unsound knots

Splits

Face

Up to 60mm

Up to 40mm

Up to 3 of  25mm, repaired

Back

Up to 75mm

Up to 75mm

Up to 3 of  25mm
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Created to offer the highest structural performance, 

these panels are not repaired and often have 

composed faces, backsand high grade inner plies 

made of the higher density veneers avalilable to 

provide the best solution for upholstered furniture 

frame compenents.

GuaraPly Frameply STRUCTURAL

Face  example Back example

CE 2+    BS 5268-2    PS 1-09

Defects

Sound knots

Unsound knots

Splits

Face

Up to 60mm

Up to 40mm

Up to 3 of  25mm, repaired

Back

Up to 75mm

Up to 75mm

Up to 3 of  25mm
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Upon request GUARAPLY panels of 12mm, 15mm, 18mm and 21mm 

and, of all available grades may be delivered with T&G (tongue and 

grooved), machined profiles on the long edges. T&G panels are specially 

recommended for floor and roof decking applications to obtain an 

increased point load resistance on panel joints. They may also be a 

good option for wall paneling, offering very well matched joints.

T&G profiling is a sizing operation so panels have a net face width of 

1.205mm +0/-3mm. A specially designed gap is left on the back of 

the T&G joints so that panels can expand sligthly when in contact with 

water, avoiding buckling problems.

Below are examples of T&G profiles

Tongue and Grooved 
(T&G) panels

STRUCTURAL

European Profile

American Profile
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Non structural panel made with face and back veneers 

of lower density and strength values. A water proof 

glue line together with one side repaired and touch 

sanded make these panels ideal for non structural 

uses where a solid surface is required .

C+/CNON STRUCTURAL

Face  example Back example

CE 4 TECO Tested Glue Lines

Defects

Sound knots

Unsound knots

Splits

Face

Up to 75mm

Up to 75mm, repaired

Up to 3 of  25mm, repaired

Back

Up to 75mm

Up to 75mm, repaired

Up to 3 of  25mm, repaired
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Non structural panel made with face and back veneers 

of lower density and strength values. A water proof 

glue line and an edge protective sealing together with 

both sides repaired and touch sanded and coated in 

both sides with vegetable oil (mill oiled). Make of these 

panels an economic option for concrete forming.

C+/C+ O&ESNON STRUCTURAL

Face  example Back example

CE 4 TECO Tested Glue Lines

Defects

Sound knots

Unsound knots

Splits

Face

Up to 75mm

Up to 75mm, repaired

Up to 3 of  25mm, repaired

Back

Up to 75mm

Up to 75mm, repaired

Up to 3 of  25mm, repaired
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The quality of the veneers is governed by the natural growth 

characteristics of the logs from which veneers are peeled. As 

a consequence, knots, knot holes, slipts and discolouration 

are just a few of the natural defects that occur. The grade of 

the face and back veneers of GUARAPLY panels are selected 

so that the occurrence of these natural defects are within 

acceptable limits for panels intended end use. In addition to the 

appropriate selection of veneer grade, repairs such as Wood 

patches and acrylic fillers are used to improve the surface 

quality of the veneer for applications where a solid Wood 

surface is desirable.

Below are some examples of natural defects and repairs

Defects and repairs

Sound Knots

Wood Patch

Polypatch

Unsound Knot
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Good workmanship in laying up the inner plies is essential 

in ensuring that the structural plywood maximises its full 

strength potential across the whole panel by minimising the 

number of undesirable core gaps.

Core gaps and 
Workmanship

GUARAPLY of grades A-C, B-C, Cp-C and Frameply are made with full sheets of veneers (natural or 
composed). This greatly reduces the occurrence of laps and core gaps. Those that do appear are limited to a 
maximum of 10mm in width. See an example below.

GUARAPLY grades B-B o&ES, Flooring and Sheathing also offer structurally sound inner plies with laps and 
gaps limited to a maximum width of 15mm. See a typical example below.

GUARAPLY non structural grades C+/C+ o&ES, C+/C which are not intended for structural use
may have bigger and more frequent layup defects. See a worst case scenario example below.
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To ensure GUARAPLY will consistently deliver the highest mechanical 

properties, its veneers are subjected to stringent visual and electronic 

grading enabling only the best veneer sheets to be selected for use as 

face and back plies as per the criteria shown below. 

veneer density is a key factor affecting plywood strength. Lower 

density veneers are used for core material in structural grades of 

GUARAPLY, while the higher density veneers are used for faces and 

backs. Examples of this are shown below:

A high density veneer good for LvL 

and also excellent for structural 

plywood faces and backs.

A medium density veneer good 

for structural plywood faces and 

backs.

A low density veneer good for 

structural plywood core only.

Structural performance
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Structural performance

Aggregating the width of defects within a veneer section is another 

key factor that influencesthe strength of a plywood panel. veneers 

with critical sections are used for inner plies only in structural grades of 

GUARAPLY. See below: 

desirable situation with very few 

defects across the veneer section.

Nearly critical section with almost 

1/4 of the veneer width covered by 

defects.

Critical section with more than 1/3 

of the veneer surface covered by 

defects.

More details on the structural performance of GUARAPLY can be 

obtained directly from the several Technical Files, data Sheets, 

declarations of Conformity of each producing mill and Certificates from 

the Third Parties certifying the products.
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Glue Bonds

Knife Test

The use of phenolic resins provides a 100% waterproof glue line 

suitable for direct contact with cold or hot water and steam. Constant 

quality control monitoring ensures that appropriate test procedures 

are carried out to verify the acceptability of the glue bond for such 

extreme conditions. GUARAPLY plywoods meet or exceed the 

bonding requirements of all the following standards:

EN 314 Bonding Class 3, dIN 68705-3 AW 100, BS 1088 Marine 

Plywood, NF-Extérieur CTB-X, PS1-09, KoMo, AS 2098.2 and others.

Besides the standard laboratory tests required under EN 314, each press 

load of GUARAPLY is also subjected to a “knife test” where 3 holes of circa 

40 x 150mm are made in the back of the panel most susceptible to bonding 

problems (usually the panel which has been assembled for the longest time 

for each press load). only if this intensive tests indicate that the panels meet 

the required minimum level of Wood fibre retention, is that particular press 

load passed as being acceptable for release.
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Knife Test

A good knife test example...

A desirable situation, normally found.

Examples of Knife tests can be seen below.

A marginally acceptable knife test 

example...

Not seen very often on GUARAPLY.

An unacceptable knife test example,

with a large area with no fiber retention.

Panels like this are always downgraded.
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Panel Layups
A combination of 2,7mm long layers with 2,7mm, 3,1mm, 3,7mm 

and 3,9mm crossband is used to produce several thickness 

arrangements, as shown below:

2,7
3,9
2,7

2,7
3,7
3,7
2,7

2,7
2,7
2,7
2,7
2,7

2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7

2,7
2,7
2,7
2,7
2,7
2,7
2,7

2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7

9mm 3 ply
3/8”, 11/32”

12mm 4 ply 
15/32”

12,5mm 5 ply 
1/2”

15mm 5 ply 
19/32”

18mm 7 ply 
23/32”

21mm 7 ply 
7/8”
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Panel Layups

other especial layout arrangements may be available upon request but will be 

subject of technical approval to comply with the updated standards.

2,7
3,1
2,7
3,1
2,7
3,1
2,7
3,1
2,7

2,7

3,1

2,7

3,1

2,7

3,1

2,7

3,1

2,7

2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7

2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7
3,9
2,7

24mm 9 ply 
1”, 31/32”
 laye

25mm 9 ply 
1”, 31/32”
 laye

27mm 9 ply 
1-1/8”, 1-1/16”
 laye

30mm 11 ply 
1-1/4”, 1-3/16”
 laye
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STRUCTURAL grades are manufactured to meet the tolerances of all 

the following standards:

PS 1                                                         Structural Plywood

EN 315                                                    Plywood. Tolerances for dimensions

EN 12871                                                Wood-based panels. Performance    

                                                                  specifications and requirements for

                                                                  load bearing boards for use in          

                                                                   floors, walls and roofs

dIN 68705-3                                          Sperrholz; Bau-Furniersperrholz

Dimensional tolerances

NON STRUCTURAL grades are manufactured to meet the tolerances of the following 

standard:

EN 315                                                                                 Plywood. Tolerances for dimensions

Size tolerances are given below:

Length and width: +0 / -3,0mm

Straighness: ± 1,0mm/m of panel length

Squareness: ± 1,0mm/m of panel length
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Dimensional tolerances

Thickeness tolerances for the standard panel types are given below:

NOTE: Thickness shall be verified at 10±2% of panel moisture contend. 

Most commom panel sizes are 2440x1220mm,
2400x1200mm and 1250x2500mm. Other panel thicknesses and sizes may also be available upon request.

PANEL
FINISH

UNSANDED OR
TOUCH SANDED (CALIBRATE) TOUCH SANDED

PANEL
GRADES

Nominal
thickness
(mm)

9mm

12mm

12,5mm

15mm

18mm

21mm

24mm

27mm

30mm

11/32”

15/32”

1/2”

19/32”

23/32”

27/32”

31/32”

1-1/16”

1-3/16”

3/8”

15/32”

1/2”

19/32”

23/32”

7/8”

1”

1-1/8”

1-1/4”

10,1

13,2

13,7

16,3

19,3

22,4

25,5

28,6

31,7

8,3

11,2

11,7

14,2

17,1

20,0

22,9

25,8

28,7

8,6
1,0

1,5

11,6

12,3

14,7

17,9

20,8

23,9

26,6

29,6

9,1

0,6

0,8

12,4

12,9

15,4

18,4

21,4

24,4

27,4

30,4

9,5

12,8

13,3

15,8

18,8

21,8

24,8

27,8

30,8

8,7

11,2

11,9

14,3

17,5

21,1

24,1

27,1

30,1

Min.
(mm)

Max.
(mm)

Min.
(mm)

Max.
(mm)

Within
one 

panel
(mm)

Within
one 

panel
(mm)

Min.
(mm)

Max.
(mm)

Customary
thickness

Customary
thickness

C+/C+ O&ES,
C+/C; Sheathing, Frameply

Flooring, Flooring T&G
 B-B O&ES, A-C, B-C, Cp-C
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Packing
GuaraPly is normally packed in open bundles over 3 wooden 

skids and tied with 5 steel straps. Units of T&G panels have 

side plywood protections. Typical unit weight is 1500Kg to 

1600Kg. More details on packing are given below.

Nominal 
thickness (mm)

CUSToMAARY UNITS 2400mm 
X

 1200 mm

2440mm
X

1220mm

2500mm
X

1250mm

Unsanded Touch sanded

9mm 3/8” 11/32” 100 100 100

12mm 15/32” 75 75 75

12,5mm 1/2” 75 75 75

15mm 19/32” 60 60 60

18mm 23/32” 50 50 50

21mm 7/8” 27/32” 43 43 43

24mm 1” 31/32” 38 38 38

27mm 1-1/8” 1-1/4” 33 33 33

30mm 1-1/4” 1-3/16” 30 30 30

QUANTITY OF PANELS UNIT
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Packing

other especial packing arrangements may be available upon request.

Thick.
(mm)

Unsanded Touch sanded

CUSTOMARY UNITS

NET VOLUME PER UNIT (m3)

2440mm x 1220mm 2500mm x 1250mm

9mm

12mm

12,5mm

15mm

18mm

15/32”

1/2”

19/32”

23/32”

21mm

24mm

27mm

30mm

2,679 m3

2,679 m3

2,791 m3

2,679 m3

2,679 m3

2,688 m3

2,643 m3

2,652 m3

2,679 m3

2400mm x 1200mm

2,592 m3

2,592 m3

2,700 m3

2,592 m3

2,592 m3

2,600 m3

2,627 m3

2,566 m3

2,592 m3

2,813m3

2,813 m3

2,930 m3

2,813 m3

2,813 m3

2,822 m3

2,775 m3

2,784 m3

2,813 m3

3/8”

7/8”

1”

1-1/8”

1-1/4”

11/32”

27/32”

31/32”

1-1/16”

1-3/16”
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Packing
Below are examples of typical 2.440mm x 1.220mm 

standard size units. 
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Technical Certifications
Made to have excelent performance in all kind of applications, 

GUARAPLY plywoods bear the necessary quality marks and 

approvals to be used in all kind of structural or non structural 

applications. Below is a brief description of the marks found on 

the panel surfaces.

CE 1034, Palmas 08 Dop n° GRP/PP/14

Panels with this mark are CE Marked in accordance to EN 13986

and are accepted to be used in contruction as load bearing boards

in most European Countries. Main guarantees are structural performance, bond durability, low 

formaldehyde gas emissions, tight size tolerances and and durability of the wood itself.

CE, Palmas 04  GRP/PP/13/ CE4

Panels with this mark are CE Marked in accordance to EN 13986 to be used in contruction as non 

structural elements in Europe.

Main guarantees are bond durability, low formaldehyde gás emissions and wood decay durability.
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Technical Certifications

BBA (BS 5268-2)
Panels with this mark meet the requirements of BS 5268-2 to be used in the UK in 
construction for all sorts of load bearing applications. Main guarantees are structural 
performance, bond durability, low formaldehyde emissions and tight size tolerances.

BFU 100 (DIN 68705-3) and E1 Attestation
Panels with this mark are approved to be used in construction within Germany in load bearing 
applications. Main guarantees are structural performance, bond durability, low E1 formaldehyde 
emissions, tight size tolerances and the mandatory testing of products by the Certification 
Agency.

TECO TESTED (PS 1)
Panels with this mark indicates that they have been certified according to the United States 
building code requirements for industrial and structural applications. Therefore, architects, 
engineers, and builders can be assured that when panels are stamped by Teco agency, they 
meet the requirements for the appropriated standard.

JAS (MAFF Notification 1751)
Panels with this mark are Marked in accordance to the Japanese Agriculture Standard 
notification 1751 to be used in construction as structural elements in Japan and also in other 
Asian countries Main guarantees are bond durability, low formaldehyde (F4 stars) emissions 
and wood decay durability.

AS/NZS 2269
Panels with this mark are certified to be sold within New Zealand and Australia for use in 
construction as structural element Main guarantees are bond durability, low formaldehyde 
emission, dimensions and structural performance.
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FSC Certification

GUARAPLY is made solely os Slash and Loblolly Pine (pinus elliotti and taeda) trees from 

plantations located in the highlands of Southerm Brazil.

Wood is sourced from own forests and from selected suppliers which are encouraged to Keep 

the best logging and forest management practices and to adopt FSC and/or PEFC forest 

management certifications.

Currently most of the wood comes from FSC  Certified forests, however still a minor part of the 

raw material comes from non certified forests. Consequently, as of January 2008 GUARAPLY 

is still supplied in 2 possible status regarding the origin of its raw material:

100% of the wood from FSC certified forests

NoN FSC CERTIFIEd (CoNTRoLLEd Wood)

You are kindly asked to let us know of your preference for a FSC certified product.

Search for 
FSC Certified 
Products
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Head Office Address

Industria de Compensados 

Guararapes LTdA

Rua Alcina Santos Araujo, 411

Palmas, Paraná, 85555-000

Brazil

Export department

Tel. (+55) 46 3263 8300

Fax. (+55) 46 3263 8310

export@guararapes.com.br

BS 5268 Certification Agency

BBA- British Board of Agrément

P o Box No 195, Bucknalls Lane

Garston, Watford

hertfordshire Wd25 9BA

Mr. Geoff Gurney

Tel. (+44) (0) 1923 665300

Fax.(+44) (0) 1923 665301

mail@bba.star.co.uk

www,bbacerts.co.uk

CE 2+ BFU 100 Certification Agency

hFB Engineering GMBh

Zschortauer Straße-42

04129 Leipzig+B27

Germany

Mr. Lutz Röwer

Tel. (+49) (0) 341 / 5 63 63 00

Fax.(+49) (0) 341 / 5 63 62 75

l.roroewer@hfb-onlin.de

www.hfb-online.de

TECO Certification Agency 

TECo Certification and Testing division 

2902 Terra Count

Sun Prairie, Wisconsin, 53590

USA

Mr. Greg dupuis

Tel: (608) 837-2790

Fax: (608) 837-2830

Greg.dupuis@tecotested.com

www.tecotested.com

Technical Representative

Ashford Associates

18 Pear Tree Close

Aldeholt Fordingbridge

hampshire SP6 3ER

United Kingdon 

Mr duncan King

Tel (+44) (0) 1425 656252

duncanking@ashfordassociates.com



www.guararapes.com.br


